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ANALYSIS OF .V-G RECORDS FROM

THE IW?J-4AIRPLANE.

By M. WkZ’~$son and S. A. Eennett

-SUMMARY

An atite-tipthas-been made to adapb a method or analysis
o? V-G data f~Iomtransport operation previous l;-reported
In NACA ARR No. L5J04 entitled “A Nethod CJ.fAnalysis of
V=G Records from ‘Transport Operations” by A. l’?.Peiser and
?. ~:li~~-er~ont,otfieanaly,sfs of ~!aneuver 10ad.3 c]j~a~.r~~d~~~t~i
;I?llit)a.ryaj.rcra?t~ Tt was i’o~miithat the prevlousl~~
developed method could be ai)pl~ed, w5-tV. slight mofli;iicationss
to d:l.taof’the maneuver type obtsined from the SNJ-4 aj-r-
planc p The rosu.].tsof the anal.ys is are presented in this
report in the f’ol’nof’“i’li~htenvel.npe s;’whfch pre+.icb the

. occurrences 0? l.w~e v:11M2sor n:I’speedand accelei”ation.

A method of’predicting the occurrences of’large
values of airspeed and accelerate-on from existing
V-G records has been developed (reference 1 ) for applica-
tion to gust data from commercial transport airplanes.
This method involves the Constl+uction of ll~light
envelopes II which ~r~d~ct that, cm tb-eaverage8

in a
stated number of ;light hours, the maximum value of air-
speed will be exceeded once, and one positive and one
negative acceleration increment will exceed the envelope
with equal probability of being experienced at any
airspeed.
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‘j’&leexists-riceof’V-G ?.~ta from military aircraft
in w-nich l.keprincipal accelerations arise from maneuvers
naturally suggests that this method be adapted to the
analysis of’maneuver data. ‘l!~elack of s;mmetry in these
data of ncsitive and negative acceleration increments
and linefrequency of occurrence of maneuvers at high
speeds make it apparent that certain modifications are
necessary in Lhe a;~plication of the method of reference 1
to naneuver data.

Data of the latter type were available in the f>r~:~
of photographic copies of V-G rooords taken from military
aircraft, which vere supplied the N-AC~by the Bureau
of Aeronautics Navy Departuient, in January 1945, Since
more records were received from kb.e ,S?J-4 than f’romany
other airplane, the pl>esent analysis was confined to the
data from.tk.zt type aircraf~. A1tk.~j‘i~~“h data.are not
available in-s~&ficient qu’antii.tierat khe present time to
permit tbe cstabl-isb.m.entof definite rlllesof proced.uz=e,
the analysi,: of ttlerecords fron ‘Ae SNJ-4 M: su~gected
modi.ficatior.s in the metb.odsoi reference 1 w:lichway be
expectcd to al’ply to atrc~aft of s~.mil.artype :?.ndmission.
The purpose of tlitsreport is to present these nodii’ica-
tiorisa~d Indicate, in berms of’t-o.tidata f’rozn the :;7J-4
airplane, the nature of the results that may bo expected
from the o.~~-l-leationof th~:~mod~fied methc]dto TJ-G data
from other nilit~ry :~:rcrafi; ,ofs imilfll~ t:fpe a.mflmissio.no

The data which were submitted to the KACA by the
BUreaU of’f~erOnaUtic~ were enlar&ed Photographs of
V-G records with the appropriate calibra~ion superimposed.
There were 80 such.records from the SI:J-Q.airplane taken
a.uring typical training ~maneuvers such as diving, glide
bombing, simulated combat, cross-ccuntry fli~hts, con’bat
acro’oati~s, e.tco Supplementary da-ta sheets accompanied
these photogra@s which supplted such ~.nformation as
.fli~hbhours on each record and type o-fmission, and
w’hich verified tti.eassumption that the lar~e acceleratioils
were largely Clue to maneuvers rather tha-nturbulence.

‘TWO0“ the photographs wei-enot readable so that
78 records, representing approximately 275 hours of
operation, were available for the current analysis. The
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fli~ht time per reccmd varied from 0.8 to 10.9 hours.
Since the method of analysis of reference 1 requires
that hhe fli~ht time be held reasonatily constant not all
the records were used. Over half of bhe 78 records

J showed flight times of 1sss than 2 hours, however, so
1 it was decided to limit the analysis to this group.
:, = Tlnus,only 40 records,. representing 42 hours of fli~ht,

have been used i’orthe analysis herein. The remaining
data were utilized to check the final envelopes.

Tl~eanalysis of the data has roughly followed the
methods of reference 1. From each record selected. for
analysis five values were read: the maximum airspeed Vm=L,
t?.emaximum positive and negative acceleration incre-
ments ~niym~ ai~dthe airspeed

~!e ~~e~~~~~yt$~~~ri.accelerations were experie-need.
..

l~utions of vm=, AIIm=, and V. ‘obtaii~edfrom these
records are presented in table I.

EWiefly, the procedure is to fib each of Chc fre-
quency distributions with a Pearson Type III probability
curve so that estimates may be made of the probabilities,
Pv and p~n9 respectively, that given values of air-
speed and acceleration will he exceeded, and tunepro-
bability P. that the maximum acceleration incremen-t on
the record will occur in a given speed range. The
probability curves for Vm=, ~%la.) and Vo are pre-
sented in figures 1, 2, and j, respectively. The
extrapolations to the V. curves are shown by dashed
lines in figure j.

Since the original method was developed for applica-
tion ‘ccgust-load data, certain changes are necessary in
the application to maneuver-load data. The following
modi_?icati.onshave been made:

(1) The pos~-tive and negative acceleration f.ncre-
ments are analyzed separately. “

(2) The straight-line extrapolations (on semi-log
paper) to the V. probability curve corresponding to
positive acceleration inc~ements is made at the maximum



Ievel-f’liGht speed of the airplane (205 mph for the ‘1
SNJ-4 ). The extrapolation for the V. curve corre-
sponding to nega~ive acceleration increments was made at
the norw.al cruism~ speed of the airplane (170 mph for
the SNJ-4.) as in reference 1.

The values of Pv, P~n, and p. taken from
f’~gures1, 2, and j have been combined to obtain flight
envelopes which predict that, on the average, in a stated
number of’flight hours, one airspeed will exceed the
envelope and one positive and one negative acceleration
increment will exceed the envelope with equal probability
of being experienced at any airspeed. The flipht envelopes
for 250 and 1000 hours of flight with the SNJ-i airpl.nne
are shown in figure ~. Tne detailed prOCedL1.reSby which
these envelopes are constructed are explained fully in
reference 1.

3SSION

The flight envelopes obtained in this report predict
that, on the average, in a stated number of flight hours,
one airspeed, one positive acceleration, and.one negative
acceleration will.exceed the envelope with equal pro- 2
bability of the accelei=ations being experie-need at any

airspeed. An o~~ortunLty :or testing the accuracy of
this prediction is a~forded by bln.efact that the envelopes
are based on only ~.2o: the 275 hours of’available records.
In fi~ure L}the actual comnosite of the entire ?j records
is com~ared wit]: the 2b0-hour fli@t envelope derived
frcrntl~.eLO selected uecords. It will be noted that one
negative acceleration increment exceeds the envelope.
Although this is not in exact a~ree-nentwith the predicted
condit~ens, the acc’macy seem reasonalbe on the basis of
a single analysis since the envelopes constitute a
statistical pracq.;.ctionwhich is based on average condi-
tioil~and can 3e vertf:ed only upon the examination of
a consj-derable body of’data. th~-le the results of the
present msthot: seem prov.isi.ilg,Jk.rth.er verification must,
of’ co~mse, depend on additional analyses from different
airplanes ooerating on various types of inissions...

The application of the ~~ethod of l~eferelnce1 for
dj.fferent flight conditions has a certain dependency on
a knowledge of the airp]-anemission and of tb.eaero-
dynamics involved. It mi~ht be pointed out that, whereas
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gust data essentially remain uniform regardless of sign,
data on maneuver loads willi in general, show higher load
factors in the positive direction’than in the negative.
It is also true that the speed at which the larger accelera-
tions are encountered, which determines the point at
which tineextrapolation to the V. curve is made, is a
function of the operating conditions or mission of the
airplane and great care is necessary in making such an
extrapolation. As a general rule, the point of contact
is roughly at the maximum speed at which the largest
acceleration on a reoord is expected to be encountered
but the actual fitting of the extrapolation must be,done
by trial and error and by testing against a c@mpOSite
of the basic”material. Thus, for the airplane on which
gust loads predominate, it has been folmd that cruisihg
speed is a reasonable point f’cir the extrapolation since
in rough air pilots tend to slow down rather than to
speed up. For training flightss say of nursuit pilots?
the maximum load factor may he experienced well above
the maximum level-flight speed during such missi~ns as
ground strafing or dive bombing, while for other types
of’aircraft or missions the maximum accelerations might
seldom occur above maximum speeds in level flight, The
data would then require that the extrapolation be started
at a different point in each case. These items, mainly
the dissymmetry of’the V-N diagram and the speeds at
which large accelerations are liable to be encountered,
require careful consideration aild in all cases limit any
analyses to the prediction of’load experiences under
similar conditions. This extrapolation thus emphasizes
the fact that in analyzing V-G t~e records care must
be taken in sorting the records by the flight conditions
of which the records are considered a sample. .

In regard to the application of statistical pro-
cedures to flight maneuver data where extreme values ef
speed and load factors may be experienced it might be
noted that when a discontinuity in the airplane charac-
teristics occurs statistical procedures of any type may
not be applicable, An example of this might be the
attempt to predict the maximum load factor for a hlgh-
spesd airplane ,where the basic data are taken at speeds
and accelerations below the critical Mach number. Such
data will not recognize the limits on load factors or
changes in stability caused by exceeding critical Mach
number and therefore may yield incorrect results and
would be dangerous. A similar problem would be that of’
predicting the maximum load fac-torat lower speeds and
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attempting to ge beyond the stalling,conditions for the
‘airplanea In any of’these.analyses care must be taken
to check the results against the Physical limits imgosed
on the Airplane by aerodynamic br other factors. This
problem arises both in the prediction of the maximum
speed to which the airplane will ‘be flown as well as the
maximum load factors that will be imposed on the airplane.

AS in the case of the data presented in reference 1,
the most straight-forward hut ven~ laborious process of
computing the probability curves for different speed
bracltetswas also done for,comparison with the method
used herein and @.dioated that within the limits of
accuracy or tb.edata, tiq two methods yield essentially
the same results, h~&ke the bz%~clte%system lends itself
to a more routine typo of analy-sis, the amount of work
required and the accuracy of ‘-heresults do not appear
to warrant its use. Although bhe computor can arrive
at tlieanswer by a fi~oreroutine procedure with the
bracket system, it is doubtful that the increased
acc~macy, if any, would be worth Lhs effort.

In reference 1 it was shown that the record time
should be kept essentially constant and for gust data
it would appear that a two-to-oile varjation is net too
serious, This criterion was used in licepresent analysis
since tb.erewas nob sufficient C~ata available to investi-
gate the importance of record time. It aopears reasonable,
however, in the li~ht of the information in reference 1
to maintain a uniform flight time per record, if pqssible,
if for nething more than convenience in treatin~ the final
data. It also appears desirable, in order t~ give the
analyst a more flexi’hle set of data, to keep the individual
record time to a r,inimtkmand in this way permit him tn
Sort his records by mission as well as ena’olehim ta
havo as many points as possible ava~Llable far the deter-
mination of his probability curves. It appears on the
basis of past experi~nce that to Letermine probability
curves in an adequate manner at least 25 retards for
each type of mission would be required,

A method which was developed for the analysis of
gust-load data from V-G records I-asbeen applied, with
slight modification, to the analysis or rmneuver-load
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d~ta. While the results obtained appear satisfactory on
the basis of’the limited data available, further verifica-
tion must await the exe.mination OT additional records
from similar t?me aircraft. This modified procedure
offers ~romise for utilizing information Prom V-G records
on problew.sof-pred.ictlng f~iqht loads and speeds for
P?rvlanes on wnldl lom?s due to maneuvers ‘predominate.

Lan91ev Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Adv3.soia~Com’vitteefor Aeronautics

La.r..~ley~ie”ld,Va.
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